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Your Weekly Horoscope for March 8 - 14 

Thank you for sharing with friends! 

 

Looking for deeper understanding, guidance, and direction?  

Gain more clarity, insight, and strategy with an Astrology or Numerology Reading.  

Had a Reading lately, and want to top it up with some valuable bonuses? Check out 
my popular Package 360. 

 

Learn how an Astrology Reading can help you  

 

 

Make an Appointment 

 

"Dear Michael, Thank you for the comprehensive chart Reading for my grandson. It was 

informative and inspiring and provided much to ponder and look forward to. Thanks again!" ~ 

Lisa 

 

Tip of the Week:  
 

Pisces time is just past mid-stride and the Sun, Saturn, and Mercury exactly 

conjunct Neptune on March 8, are all there to represent the moment.  
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On March 10, the New Moon occurs at 20 Pisces 17.  

 

Pisces is the most mystical sign of the Zodiac. It is symbolic of the life between lives, 

the disincarnate soul, the veil between dimensions. This veil refers to perception, 

especially to that of the manifest material of the 3-D physical plane, which is often 

erroneously interpreted as the totality of existence, and the symbolic meaning of the 
6th sense that marks the beginning of spiritual insight. 

 

Mysticism is also wrongly interpreted as vague notions and subjective convictions. 

True mysticism is better understood as spiritual science. It emphasizes the 

evidence of higher levels of existence beginning with the very precise and sublimely 

intricate design of life that materialistic types, (such as empirically oriented scientific 

studies) are prone to reactively dismiss with all sorts of vague, subjective bias-based 

beliefs and assertions that ‘it is not science’. Yet it is - just not 'empirical' science in 

terms of conducting experiments limited to empirical tools and measures. 

 

If you would like to understand the science of mysticism, also referred to as 

metaphysics and holism, then I invite you to attend my upcoming masterclass. You 
will go away, awakened, amazed, and aware. 

 

Understanding Multi-Dimensionality ~ Revealing How Synchronicity Works 

 

Have a great Piscean week! 

 

Michael 

michael@sunstarastrology.com 

 

 

*** 

Get extended weekly tips, monthly video forecasts, discounts, and more with a 
Membership!  
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Weekly Horoscope: 

 

Aries (Mar 21 – Apr 19) 
Some dreams get deeper, and hopefully better, but this applies to nightmares too. 

Realizing that you (we) co-create reality by the choices of our attitude and focus is 

ever important. Doing so with a broader awareness of where we are at can help. In the 

smaller cycles, you are destined to dive deeper within. 
 

Taurus (Apr 20 – May 20) 

Your star is rising, or is it a trail-blazing comet? Somehow, your world is shaking, 

either because you are doing it or because it is doing it to you. If the latter is true, you 

may not be aware and could therefore be in a reactive state of resistance. This is your 

cue to be more awake and aware of what in the stars is happening! 
 

Gemini (May 21 – Jun 21) 

One of you is a salt-of-the-earth realist, while the other twin is a dreamer and a 

mystic. Getting both of you to align is a feature of the challenge of your destiny and is 

important now. Surrender can be the key to victory, such as when the reed yields to 

the winds of fate. Have faith in the flow as you cooperate with its demands. 
 

Cancer (Jun 22 – Jul 22) 

Is it the call of the wild or a wild cry in the night that is moving you to respond? It 

could be a bit of both. The key to your success now includes being flexible in your 

perceptions and interpretations and seeing the bigger picture of your destiny. The 

winds of change are blowing strongly now; embrace their purpose and timing. 
 

Leo (Jul 23 – Aug 23) 

Well, what is happening in your world could either be described as a magical, mystery 

tour or you might be feeling like you have been plunked into a cauldron of change. 

You might be thinking, 'I didn’t ask for this'. Well, the spiritual question is: what 

would you have of me, oh lord? P.S. It is your own soul talking and demanding your 

attention. 
 

Virgo (Aug 24 – Sep 22) 

Shifts and changes on relationship fronts are in the spotlight. These may seem subtle, 

yet they are pointing to some kind of graduation or ascension perhaps. All being well, 

life is like a spiral staircase going upward with landings, leading to corridors of 
unopened doors. Take your time but be sure to open some of them. 



Libra (Sep 23 – Oct 22) 

Some returns can be described as bittersweet, and this may be one of those times. The 

sweet side is a likely flow of returns on investment in the more literal sense. The bitter 

side could amount to negligence or mishap that has compromised your overall health 

levels. Hopefully, you can use the sweet to offset the bitter. 
 

Scorpio (Oct 23 – Nov 21) 

The time of increase and expansion began about 10 months ago. It has included 

changes on relationship fronts, especially regarding practical and financial realities. 

Now the focus is moving towards another level of advancement. You will be required 

to focus and take independent leads, yet you can ask for help as well. 
 

Sagittarius (Nov 22 – Dec 21) 

Something meaningful, powerful, and perhaps life-changing will be seeded with this 

Pisces New Moon. The impact will be especially strong close to home and with 

family. Themes of death and rebirth are both present, but the death part could just 

amount to a chapter ending, making way for new ones to begin. 
 

Capricorn (Dec 22 – Jan 19) 

New modes of perception are being seeded in your mind. These require both acquiring 

new knowledge, yet also unlearning what no longer has use or value, if it ever did. 

Beliefs, interpretations, skills, orientations, and attitudes are all up for review. 

Imagination power to identify the possibilities is the spell in your magic now. 
 

Aquarius (Jan 20 – Feb 19) 

New Moons offer opportunities to plant new seeds and the soil is likely to be quite 

fertile now. It is important that you are willing to pay your dues. Investments of your 

time, energy, focus, and perhaps money too are all possibilities. In any case, notice 

where life is asking you to commit and follow through, even if it costs you. 
 

Pisces (Feb 20 – Mar 20) 

This lunar seed in your sign is destined to activate new modes and levels, and quality 

of self-expression in general. It requires your willingness to break old patterns and 

learn new skills. Positively, you are already and will continue to take new leads. Your 
resolve to do so will increase starting this week.  
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